We introduce the notion of amenable equivalence between von Neumann algebras, and study some approximation properties which remain invariant by this relation. We show for instance that the constant Λ(M) associated with a von Neumann algebra M when considering the weak* completely bounded approximation property is an invariant for this equivalence relation. As an example, let a be an amenable action of a locally compact group G on a von Neumann algebra M; then the crossed product Mx G is amenably equivalent to M. a Another example is obtained by considering a pair G\ C G of locally compact groups such that the homogeneous space GjG\ is amenable. Then the von Neumann algebras W*{G) and W*(Gι) generated by the left regular representations of G and G\ respectively are amenably equivalent. Therefore, if moreover G is discrete, we get that G and GΊ are simultaneously weakly amenable with the same Haagerup's constants A G = Λ Gl .
Introduction
Given a pair McJVof von Neumann algebras, one finds many situations where there exists a norm one projection E from N onto M, and one may ask what properties of N are automatically inherited by M in this case, the most well-known example being the amenability of TV. In this paper we will see that other approximation properties such as the weak* completely bounded approximation property ([Haa4], [C-H]), or the σ-weak approximation property of [K] are also preserved. Their common feature is the approximation of the identity map of N by appropriate σ-weakly continuous bounded maps, and the main problem is that the norm one projection E is not σ-weakly continuous in general.
The existence of E follows easily from the existence of a net (φi)iei °£ σ-weakly continuous completely positive contractions φi : N -> M such that linij φi(x) = x σ-weakly for all x £ M. The converse is very likely true, but we are not able to prove it in full generality (see Cor. 3.9) . At least we show that, when there exists a norm one projection E from N onto M, we may 309 find a von Neumann algebra N ± , Morita equivalent to iV, which contains M as a von Neumann subalgebra, in such a way that there exists a net (φi)i^i of σ-weakly continuous completely positive contractions φi : N ± -» M with liτΆiφi(x) = x for all x G M. This property is enough to prove the above results of heredity.
This latter relation between M and N is well expressed in terms of correspondences, and we work in this framework throughout this paper. Section 1 contains a discussion of the basic definitions concerning correspondences, as well as some notation. Let us only recall here that a correspondence from M to N is a Hubert space H with a pair of commuting normal representations TXM and 7ΓJVO of M and N° (the opposite of N) respectively, where the representations are always assumed to be faithful in this paper. We denote by C N o(H) the commutant of π N o(N°). Note that £ N o(H) is Morita equivalent to iV, and that we get in this way every von Neumann algebra Morita equivalent to N [Rie2] . The notion of correspondence between two von Neumann algebras M and N was introduced by A. Connes ([Co5] , [C-J] ) and includes the concepts of group representations and completely positive maps as well. It is therefore a rich structure, which has proved to be useful in the study of a single von Neumann algebra, and in the comparison of two von Neumann algebras.
The connections between M and N we are interested in here are related to amenability. Recently, M. Bekka [Bek] has introduced a notion of amenability for an arbitrary unitary group representation which unifies several known notions in this field. In particular a unitary representation π of a locally compact group G is called amenable if the trivial representation of G is weakly contained in π® π . In a similar way, we define in Section 2 a correspondence H from M to N to be left amenable if the identity correspondence of M is weakly contained in the correspondence H ® N H from M to M (there is also an obvious definition for right amenability, which is not equivalent to left amenability). When N = C, and H -L 2 {M) is the standard Hubert space for M, left amenability means that the homomorphism η from the algebraic tensor product M Θ M' into C(H), defined by η(x ® x') = xx 1 for x G M, x 1 G M\ has a bounded extension to the completion M ® m \ n M'. Thus M is amenable in the terminology used in [Was] . More generally, let N be a von Neumann subalgebra of M, and take H -L 2 (M), viewed as a correspondence from M to N (called the standard correspondence of the inclusion). Then the left amenability of H is exactly the notion of amenability of M relative to N introduced and studied by S. Popa in [Pol] . Let us mention that S. Popa has recently introduced another notion of amenable inclusion [Po2] , which is a key concept in the classification theory of subfactors, and is different from the one used in this paper.
Let us recall also [E-L] that a von Neumann algebra M is said to be semi-discrete if the identity map on M can be approximated in the topology of simple weak* convergence by normal completely positive maps from M to M of finite rank, which preserve the identity. In [E-L], Effros and Lance proved that semi-discreteness is equivalent to amenability and that either property implies injectivity. In Section 2 of the present paper, these results are extended to the case of correspondences. We prove that a correspondence H from M to N is left amenable if and only if the identity map of M is the limit in the topology of simple weak* convergence of completely positive maps which admit factorizations through matrix algebras M n (N) with entries in TV, as described in Theorem 2.2. We prove also that the left amenability of H is equivalent to the existence of a net (φi) of completely positive maps from N λ = £ N o(H) onto M, each of which has the form x »-» Σ W*xWj, where the sum is finite and the Wj's are bounded operators from L 2 (M) into L 2 (Nι) commuting with the obvious right actions of M. This in turn implies the existence of a norm one projection from N λ onto M.
In Section 3, we define a correspondence H from M to N to be left injectiυe if there exists a norm one projection from N λ -C N o (H) onto M. Let us remark first that Bekka's definition is also related to ours in the following way. To every unitary representation π of a locally compact group G is canonically associated a correspondence H π from the von Neumann algebra W*{G) generated by the left regular representation, onto itself [C-J]. We check (see Prop. 3 .3) that if π is amenable, then H π is left injective, and that the converse is true when G is discrete.
Let H be a left injective correspondence from M to N. Following the ideas of [Co2] and [Was] , we prove that when M is semi-finite, or more generally when there is a normal faithful semi-finite weight on M whose modular automorphism group is induced by unitaries in C N o(H)^ then H is left amenable. When N = C, this is Connes' result, and when H is the standard correspondence of an inclusion N C M of finite von Neumann algebras, this result has previously been obtained by Popa in [Pol] .
Moreover, we prove that, given two von Neumann algebras M and iV, the existence of a left amenable correspondence from M to N is equivalent to the existence of a left injective correspondence from M to JV", that is to the existence of a von Neumann algebra N λ , Morita equivalent to iV, containing M in such a way that there is a norm one projection from JVô nto M (see Prop. 3.10) . We say that M is amenably dominated by TV, and we write M< TV, when such a property occurs. If moreover N^< M, a a we say that M and N are amenably equivalent and we write M~ N. Let us consider for instance a W*-dynamical system (M, (τ,α) where a is a continuous action of a locally compact group G into M, and denote by N the crossed product Mx\G. The correspondence L 2 (N) from M to N is left amenable (Prop. 2.6) and therefore there always exists a norm one projection from N = CNO(L 2 (N)) onto M. Thus we have M-< Mx\ G. If moreover α a the dynamical system (M, G, α) is amenable [ADI] , we have M~ Mx\ G a a (see Prop. 3.4) . It follows in particular that every von Neumann algebra is amenably equivalent to a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. As another example, consider now a locally compact group G and a closed subgroup G\. Following Eymard [Eym] , we say that the homogeneous space G/G x is amenable if there exists a G-invariant mean on L°°(G/Gι). In this case, we show that W*{G)< W*(G X ) and thus, obviously, W*(G)~ W*(G X ) when G a a is moreover assumed to be discrete (see Prop. 3.5) . In many cases, the left injectivity of a correspondence from M to N is easier to check than the left amenability, but the approximation property arising from left amenability proves to be a very useful tool in Section 4, where we are interested in the study of properties which are invariant under amenable equivalence. Of course, we have to look for properties which are somewhat related to weak forms of amenability, the most interesting among them being the weak* completely bounded approximation property introduced by U. Haagerup [Haa4] , [C-H] , which enables to distinguish the von Neumann algebras associated with lattices in simple Lie groups. Recall that a von Neumann algebra M has the weak* completely boundedness approximation property if the identity map on M can be approximated in the topology of simple weak* convergence by a net (φi)i € i of σ-weakly continuous finite rank operators such that for some cGl + , and for all i, one has ||^i||c6 < c (where |||| C 6 is the completely bounded operator norm). The best constant c for the existence of such a net is denoted by Λ(M). When M doesn't have this approximation property we put Λ(M) = +oo. An analogous property is defined for a locally compact group G, as well as a constant AQ (see [Haa4] , [C-H] ). When M and N are von Neumann algebras such that M< JV, we prove (Th. 4.9) that Λ(M) < Λ(iV), and therefore Λ(M) α is an invariant for amenable equivalence. As a consequence, we get for instance that if (M, G, ά) is a W*-dynamical system, then Λ(M) < Λ(M>J G), and that Λ(M) = Λ(Mxι G) when the action is amenable. Also, given an exact sequence 0 -> Gi -> G -• G 2 -> 0 of discrete groups, where G 2 'is an amenable group, we have AQ X = A G . This result appears in contrast with Haagerup's result [Haa] showing that Λ( Z2 χ SL{2 ,Z)) -+°°? although Λ Z 2 = Λs£,( 2 ;Z) = I-
Preliminaries
For the reader's convenience, we begin by recalling the basic facts on correspondences that will be needed in this paper. For more details, the reader may consult [C-J] , [BDHj, [Riel] , [Pol] , [Pas] . Let M and TV be two von Neumann algebras.
1.1. A correspondence from M to N is a Hubert space H with a pair of commuting normal representations π M and π^o of M and N° (the opposite of N) respectively [C-J]. Usually, the triple (if, π M , π N o) will be denoted by H. For x G M, y G N and h G ϋΓ, we shall write xhy instead of π M (x)π N o(y)h. In case of ambiguity on which algebras are acting, we shall write MHN instead of H. The commutants of π M {M) and π N o(N°) respectively will be denoted by C M (H) and C N o{H). In this paper we shall always assume that π M and TΓ^O are faithful.
The standard form [Haa3] of M gives rise to a correspondence L 2 (M) from M to M, called the the identity correspondence, and denoted by ϊά M We will denote by JM the conjugate linear isometry of L 2 (M) given with the standard form of M. In this example, we have π M o(x) -JM%*JM-Let us recall first another useful equivalent way to look at correspondences. Let X be a self-dual (right) Hubert iV-module (see [Pas] ). The N-valued inner product, denoted by (,) , is supposed to be conjugate linear in the first variable and such that the linear span of {(ζ^τ]),ξ,η G X} is σ-weakly dense in N. The von Neumann algebra of all TV-linear continuous operators from X to X will be denoted by C N (X) (or C(X) when JV = C). Following ([BDH, Def. 2.1]), by a M-N correspondence we mean a pair (X, π) where X is as above, and π is a unital normal faithful homomorphism from M into Cjy(X). More briefly, such a correspondence will be denoted by X and we shall often write xξ instead of τr(:r)£.
These two notions of correspondences are related in the following way. Consider a M-N correspondence X and let H{X) -X ® N L 2 (N) be the Hubert space obtained by inducing the standard representation of iV up to M via X ([Riel, Th. 5.1]). Then the left action of M and the right action of N defined on H(X) by
turn H(X) into a correspondence between these algebras. Conversely, given a correspondence H between M and iV, let X{H) bα the space Ίiom N o (L 2 (N), H) of continuous iV°-linear operators from L 2 (N) into H. Let N acts on the right of X{H) by composition of operators and define on X(H) a iV-valued inner product by (r, s) = r*s for r,s ζ X(H). Then X(H) is a self-dual Hubert iV-module ([Riel, Th. 6.5]). Moreover, M acts on the left of X(H) by composition of operators, and we obtain in this way a M-N correspondence.
The maps X \-> H(X) and H •-> X{H) are inverse to each other ([BDH, Th. 2.2] and [Riel, Prop. 6.10]), up to unitary equivalence. We shall not make any distinction between equivalent correspondences. Also, we shall often identify a correspondence H and its self-dual module version X(H). It will be useful to note that, when replacing X by H = H(X) -X® N L 2 (N), the von Neumann algebra CN(X) is canonically identified with CNO(H), by the map which carries x G £N(X) onto the element (still denoted by x) of CN°(H) defined as follows :
Let us recall from [Riel] that two von Neumann M and N are Morita equivalent if there exists a M-N correspondence X (or equivalently a correspondence H from M to N) such that M is isomorphic to C N (X) (or C N o(H)). This amounts to saying that there is a type / factor F and a projection e in F ® N with central support 1 such that M and the reduced von Neumann algebra e(F <g> N)e are isomorphic.
Let us point out now that most of the familiar techniques used in von Neumann algebras theory and Hubert spaces theory apply also when we work with a self-dual Hubert iV-module X. The ultrastrong topology has a useful analogue on X called the s-topology (see [BDH, §1.3]). It is the topology defined on X by the family of semi-norms q φj where φ is a normal positive form on N and q φ (Ό)=ψ((ri,η)) 1/2 , tor η eX. Notice also that with a M-N correspondence X = X(H) is associated its adjoint X -X{H). But in general, there is no explicit description of X from X. A subcorrespondence of H is a Hubert subspace K of H, stable by the left M-action and the right i\Γ-action. In the self-dual version, a subcorrespondence Y of X is a submodule of X closed in the s-topology and stable by the left action of M. In this case, we shall say that K is contained in H (or that Y is contained in X), and we shall write K < H (or Y < X) .
Consider now three von Neumann algebras M, TV, P, a M-N correspondence (X, π) and a N-P correspondence (Y, TΓX). We denote by X ® N Y the self-dual completion of the algebraic tensor product X QY endowed with the obvious right action of P and the P-valued inner product (£®*7,ξi®τh)p = (*/> (& 6 Mi >p, for £, 6 eX, η, ηι G7.
Then there is a canonical homomorphism from CN{X) into Cp(X <8>τv Y), sending rr G C N (X) to the map £ ® 7/ H* (α ξ) ® η. Moreover this homomorphism is faithful when π x : N ->• £p(Y) is faithful ([AD3, Lemma 1.5]). By composition of this homomorphism with π, we get a left action of M into X ®N y which turns X ® N Y into a M-P correspondence, called the composition correspondence of X by Y. Put H -H{X) and if = H(Y). When an auxiliary faithful weight v has been chosen on N, A. Connes has shown [C] how to define the composition H® U K oί the correspondences H and K (see also [S] ). It follows from ( [S, Prop. 2.6] ) that, up to equivalence, the result does not depend on the choice of v, so we shall use the notation H ® N 
It is easily checked that X(H ® N K) = X ® N Y and thus there is no ambiguity on the notion of composition of correspondences.
1.3. Let TV be a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra M (and then we will say that TV C M is a pair of von Neumann algebras). The Hubert space L 2 {M) has a natural structure of correspondence from M to N by restricting to N the right action of M. This object, which is crucial in the study of the inclusion, is called the standard correspondence associated with the pair N C M and denoted by M L 2 (M) N .
In a similar way, we may consider the correspondence N L 2 (M) M from N to M, and by using J M it is easily checked that it is equivalent to the conjugate of M L 2 (M) N . Let us remark that any correspondence MHN is isomorphic to the correspondence
is the correspondence from N to N obtained by restricting to N the left and right actions of M on H. It will be called the restriction of H from M to N.
Let H be now a correspondence from N to N. Then M L 2 (M) ® N H ® N L 2 (M) M is a correspondence from M to M. We will say that it is the correspondence induced by H from N up to M and will denote it by Ind^ H.
1.4. Let us recall now that a correspondence H from a von Neumann algebra M to a von Neumann algebra N is nothing else than a representation of the binormal tensor product M ® b in N° (see [E-L] for the definition of the norm bin). Furthermore two correspondences are isomorphic if and only if they are unitarily equivalent when considered as representations of M ® bin JV°. Thus every notion which makes sense for representations of C*algebras can also be defined for correspondences. In particular the topology defined by Fell ([Fel, Section 1]) on the space of (equivalence classes of) representations of the C*-algebra M<g> bin JV° gives rise to the following topology on the set Corr(M, N) of (equivalence classes of) correspondences from M to N (as usual this set is restricted suitably in order to avoid paradoxically huge sets). Let
Then Corr(M, N) is equipped with the well defined topology having these J7's as a basis of neighbourhoods. If we regard correspondences as self-dual Hubert modules, the topology may be described as follows (see [AD3, §1.12] ). Let X o = X(H Ό ), V a σweak neighbourhood of 0 in JV, E a finite subset of M, and S -{ξi,... , ξ p } a finite subset of X o be given. We denote by V(X 0 ; V, E, S) (or, more briefly V(V, JE, 5)) the set of correspondences X such that there exist r\ λ ,... , η p G X with (ηuxηj) -(ξuxξj) G V for all a; G E,i, j = 1,... ,p.
Then such Vs constitute a basis of neighbourhoods of X o in Corr(M, N). Moreover, if X o has a cyclic vector £ θ5 it has a basis of neighbourhoods of the form V(X 0 ] V, E) = V{X 0 ; V, £7, {ξ o }) Note that in this case, X o belongs to the closure of X G Corr(M, N) if and only if there is a net (ξ<) in X such that lim^^,^) = (ξo 5 #£o) σ-weakly for all x G M. If ξ G X, we say that the normal completely positive map χι-^ (ξ, xξ) from M to AT is a coefficient oΐX.
In particular, the identity correspondence of M belongs to the closure of a M-M correspondence X if and only if there is a net (φi) of coefficients of X such that lim^ φi(x) = x σ-weakly for all x G M.
1.5. Let H 0 ,Hι be two correspondences from M to JV, and denote by π 0 and 7Γχ the associated representations of M® bin 7V°. We say that H o is weakly contained in Hi, and we write H o -< Hi if the representation π 0 is weakly contained in π 1? that is if Kerπ 0 D Kerπi This amounts to saying that H o belongs to the closure of the set of finite direct sums of copies of H x in Corr(M, N) (see [Fel, Th. 1.1] ). For instance, the identity correspondence of M is weakly contained in a M-M correspondence X if and only if there exists a net (φi) of completely positive maps from M to M, each of which is a finite sum of coefficients of X, such that lim^ φi(x) = x for all x G M. Note that we may replace the net (φi) by a bounded one, thanks to Lemma 2.2 of [AD4] that we recall now. Lemma 1.6. Let CP(M, N) denote the set of completely positive maps from a von Neumann algebra M into a von Neumann algebra N, equipped with the topology of pointwise σ-weak convergence. Let F be a convex subcone of CP(M, N) such that for φ G F and b G N, the completely positive map x ι-> b*φ(x)b belongs to F. Let φ be an element of the closure of F in CP(M,N) .
Then there exists a net (φ τ ) in F such that φ t (l) < φ(l) for all i, which converges to φ.
Lemma 1.7. Let M,N,P be von Neumann algebras, and let H,K be two
We may suppose that each ηι is in the algebraic tensor product X(L) Θ X{H), that is η t = Σk Ck ® Ck with Ck € X ( L ) and
Cl G X(H). We have then Choose a σ-weak neighbourhood W of 0 in N and consider the neighbour-
is the finite subset of X(H) formed by all the ζ^'s, and E' is the finite subset of M formed by the (Cki x £ί) f°r all 2,j, A:,/ and x G E. By hypothesis, this neighbourhood contains a finite multiple Y of X (K) , that is we may find vectors τ ι k in Y such that, in particular for all i,j,fc,/, and x G E. Put 77--Σ k ξί ® ηj. Then 77-belongs to X(L) ® M Y which is a finite multiple of X(L) 0M X (K) , and obviously, if W is small enough, we have
In a similar way, we may prove b). D 
Proof. Put X = X(H) = Hom N o(L 2 (iV),fr). Then, as it has been recalled in 1.5 above, id M is weakly contained in X ® N X if and only if the identity map of M is the limit in the topology of pointwise σ-weak convergence of a net of completely positive maps of the form x \-ϊ ΣiiζίiXζi) where the sum is finite, and the ξ^s are in X ® N X. Thanks to Lemma 1.6 we may suppose that Σt(fi>ft) -l Furthermore, by the Kaplansky density theorem, given <£>!,... , φ p in M+, ε > 0, and ξ G X ® N X, we may find η in X 0 X with IMI < Hίll and q ψt (ξ -η) < ε for i = 1,... ,p. Then for x G M we have Thus , it is easily seen that we may take the ξj's above in X Θ X Now, we consider η = Σk τ k®Rk € I0Ϊ, with Γ k el = Honijvo (L 2 (iV), #), and R k E X = Hom M o(L 2 (M),F). We have 
). Thus, we get the (less precise but useful) statement that M L 2 (N) N is left amenable if and only if there exists a net of finite sequences (W^ ... , W pi ) ι € j of elements of Hom M o (L 2 (M), L 2 (N)) such that, for re G M, we have lim σ-weakly (this could have been easily seen directly since ML 2 (N) M = ML 2 (N) ® N L*jN) M ). ii) there exists a net (φi) of normal completely positive maps from Nι to M, such that φi(l) < 1 for all i and lim.iφi(x) = x σ-weakly for all x G M;
iii) there exists a norm one projection from Nι onto M. Then i) => ii) => iii).
Proof, i) =Φ-ii) is a consequence of Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 1.6. ii) => iii) Denote by C(N λ ,M) the space of all bounded maps from N λ into M. This space is canonically identified to the dual of the projective tensor product N λ ®N*, and on the unit ball of £(AΓ 1? M), the weak* topology coincides with the topology of pointwise σ-weak convergence. Then it is easily checked that any accumulation point of the net (φi) is a norm one projection from Nι onto M. D By a dynamical system (M, G, α), we mean a continuous action of a locally compact group G on a von Neumann algebra M. In other words, a is an homomorphism from G into the group Aut M of all automorphisms of M, with g h->« a g (x) σ-weakly continuous for all x G M. Then we have the following example of left amenable correspondence.
Proposition 2.6. Let (M,G,a) be a dynamical system and denote by N the crossed product Mxi G. Then ML 2 (N)N is a left amenable correspondence, a and therefore there exists a norm one projection from Mxi G onto M. a Proof. The left and right actions of M on L 2 (M) will be denoted by TΓM and π M o respectively, and p M and p^0 will denote the left and right actions of M on L 2 (N). We will prove that, given x u ... , x p , j/i,... , y p E M, we have Apart from the answer above , we propose the following formulation. We shall see that it implies relative semi-discreteness but we don't know whether the converse is true.
Definition 2.10. Let N C M be a pair of von Neumann algebras with a given faithful normal conditional expectation E : M -» N. We say that M is strongly semi-discrete relative to N if there exists a net (φi)iei of normal completely positive maps from M to M such that i) Eoφi<E for all i 6 J; ii) φi is JV-linear and φi(M) is contained in a finitely generated right iV-submodule of M; iii) (φi(x)) converges σ-weakly to x for all x E M. Proposition 2.11. Let N C M be a pair of von Neumann algebras with a given faithful normal conditional expectation E : M -+ N', such that M is strongly semi-discrete relative to N. Then M is semi-discrete relative to N.
As explained in §2.9 above, X = X(H) is the completion of M endowed with the N-valued inner product (m,mi) = E(m*mι). Let φ : M -> M be a normal completely positive map satisfying properties i) and ii) of Definition 2.10. We shall prove that φ is a coefficient of the M-M correspondence X® N X. Then the condition iii) of Definition 2.10 will imply that the identity correspondence of M is adherent to {X ®ΛΓ X}-Using the orthonormalization of Gram-Schmidt ([Rie2, Lemma 6.7]), we may find a finite orthonormal sequence y 1? ... ,
(see [Pas] ). Therefore this form may be extended continuously to the selfdual completion X of M and there exists η τ G X such that When M is strongly semi-discrete relative to TV, it is easily seen that A is σ-weakly dense in M. In order to see whether semi-discrete implies strongly semi-discrete it would be interesting to see whether A is σ-weakly dense in M, when M is only supposed to be semi-discrete relative to N.
We end this section by two results which should be compared to analogous results of Bekka for group representations ( [Bek, Corol. 5.4 and 5.6] ). 
Amenable and injective correspondences
Definition 3.1. We say that a correspondence H from M to N is left injective if there exists a norm one projection from £ N o(H) onto M. In the case where N is a von Neumann subalgebra of M and H = ML 2 (M)J$ we will rather say that M is injective relative to N.
We begin by giving some examples of injective correspondences which come from group theory. Let us recall first the notion of amenability for an arbitrary unitary group representation introduced by Bekka in [Bek] . Definition 3.2. A unitary representation π of a locally compact group G on a Hubert space H is said to be amenable if there exists a state ψ on C{H) such that^( π(5)Tπ(θ~1)) = ψ(T) for all s E G and Γ E C(H).
Such a state is called a G-invariant mean on C(H). It was shown by Bekka ([Bek, Th. 5.1]) that π is amenable if and only if the trivial representation 1 G of G is weakly contained in the tensor product π ® π, where π is the conjugate representation of G.
Amenable representations are closely related to injective correspondences as we will see now. Given a locally compact group G, its left regular representation will be denoted by λ, and W*(G) will be the von Neumann algebra generated by λ (G) . Recall that to a unitary representation (TΓ, if) of G is associated a correspondence from W*(G) to W*(G) in the following way ([C-J]): the Hubert space of the correspondence is H ® L 2 (G) and the left and right actions of W*(G) are well defined by 2) Suppose now that G is discrete, and that there exists a norm one projection from £(H) ® W*(G) onto {π(s) ® A(s), 5 E G} /; . Denote by r the canonical trace on {τr(«s) ® \(s),s E G}" (which is isomorphic to W*(G)), and for x G C(H), set φ(x) = τ o E(x ® 1L 2 (G)) Then, for s G G we have φ(xπ(s)) =τo E{xπ{s) ® lz,2 (G) ) = r o E[(x ® A^Γ 1 ))^) ® λ(s))] = τ[J5(a; ® λ(5~1))π(5) ® X(s)] = r o E(π(s)a; ® 1L 2 (G)) = y>(π(s)α;).
D
Let us consider now a dynamical system (TV, G, a) and let us denote by a the action of G on L°°(G) ® TV obtained by tensoring the action by left translation on L°°(G) and α. We say that (JV, G, α) is amenable if there exists a norm one projection P : L°°(G) <g>N -ϊ N such that P°& g -θί g oP for all g G G [ADI] . It is in particular the case when G is an amenable group. Let us come now to our last example. By a pair Gi C G of locally compact groups, we mean a locally compact group G and a closed subgroup G 1 of G. We choose a measure 7 on G/Gi, quasi-invariant by left translations, and denote by λ Gl the quasi-regular representation of G in L 2 (G/G u j) .
Recall that W*(Gχ) appears in a natural way as a subalgebra of W*(G), and more precisely that we have W*{G λ ) = W*(G) Π L°°(G/Gi)', where W*(G) and L OO {G/G 1 ) act in the obvious way on L 2 (G) ([N-T] ). It is also useful to note that L 2 (G) is a standard form for W* (G) .
The homogeneous space G/Gχ is said to be amenable if (among many other characterizations given by Eymard [Eym] ) the following equivalent conditions hold :
1) there exists an invariant mean on L°°(G/Gi);
2) the trivial representation of G is weakly contained in λ Gl . When Gi is a normal subgroup of G this means the quotient G/G\ is an amenable group.
Proposition 3.5. Let G\ C G be a pair of locally compact groups as above.
i) If the homogeneous space G/G\ is amenable, then W*(G) is injectiυe relative to W*{G 1 ).
ii) When G is discrete, the converse is true.
Proof, i) The existence of an invariant mean on L°°(G/Gι) implies the existence of a norm one projection from the crossed product L CO (G/Gι)x\ G The proof of this proposition follows the lines of the one given by A. Connes and S. Wassermann in the case JV = C, which shows that an injective von Neumann algebra is semi-discrete ( [Co3] , [Was] ). Before going into the proof, let us indicate some examples where the assumption of the proposition is fulfilled.
First, it is the case for any correspondence MHN where M is semi-finite. Secondly consider next the correspondence M L 2 (M) N associated with a pair N C M and suppose that there is a normal faithful semi-finite weight φ on M such that σf(x) = x for all ί E R and x E N. For each ί, denote by v t the canonical unitary of L 2 (M) which implements σf. Since v t commutes with N and J M , we have v t E CN°(L 2 (M)).
Finally, let M be a von Neumann algebra, φ a normal faithful semi-finite weight on M, and set N = M x\ R.
Then the correspondence ML 2 (N)N satisfies the required property. The first step in the proof of Proposition 3.6 uses the following key lemma, due to A. Connes [Co3] .
Lemma 3.7. Let M C P be a pair of von Neumann algebras such that there exists a norm one projection from P onto M. We suppose that a normal faithful finite trace τ is given on M. Then, for ε > 0 and 6 l5 ... , b n E M, there exists a normal state φ on P with (ξ,xξ) for all x E C N o(H) (see [Haa3] ). Since ΊJiξy* is the vector of (H <g> N ίf) + associated with the state y τ φy*, by the Powers-St0rmer inequality we get and thus \\y£ -£^|| < ^/η for i = 1,... , q.
On the other hand, we know that | (£,#£) -(£o 5 #ί;o) |< v\\ x \\ f°r x E M, from which it follows that \<\ + I (ξi
The conclusion follows immediately.
The next step consists in extending this result from the case M finite to the case M semi-finite. We may write M = ΓLCPi ® £(Kί)) where Pi is a finite von Neumann algebra, and C(Kι) a type I factor. The techniques of reduction to the finite case are quite straightforward but lengthy and we shall omit the proof (see [Was] in the case N -C).
The last step is a reduction to the semi-finite case, thanks to the use of crossed products. We denote by σ instead of σ φ the modular automorphism group of M and we set P -Mxi K, K = L 2 (R) ® H. Let π M and π N o be σ the left and right actions of M and N respectively on H. The canonical left action π P of P on K and the right action 1 ® π N o of TV endow K with a structure of correspondence from P to N. Note that for x G M, we have (π P (x)ξ)(t) -π M (σ_ t (z))ξ(t) V£ e K,\/t E R Moreover, we have £*(>(#) -£(L 2 (R)) ® πjvoίΛΓ 0 )' -£(£ 2 (R)) ® C N o(H). Since M^JV is left injective, there a norm one projection from C(L 2 (M)) ® £ N o(H) onto £(L 2 (R)) ® M, and since E is amenable there exists a norm one projection from £(L 2 (R)) ®M onto Mxi R. It follows that pK N is a left σ injective correspondence and hence left amenable, because P is semi-finite. By restriction we get, from the property idp -< P K®NK P , that ML> 2 (P)M ~<
Then, by Proposition 2.6, we have id M -< ML 2 (P)M, and therefore idM ^< MK ®N K M Let us notice now that there is a canonical identification of is closed in Aut M.
Unfortunately, (2) is not true for every θ E Aut M in general.
Corollary 3.9. Let M C N be a pair of von Neumann algebras and assume that there exists a faithful semi-finite normal weight φ on M such that, for all t G IR, the automorphism σf is induced by a unitary of N. Then the following conditions are equivalent : 1) There exists a norm one projection from N onto M.
2) There exists a net (φi) of normal completely positive maps from N to M, such that φi(l) < 1 for all i, and lim.iφi(x) = x σ-weakly for all x e M.
Proof. Apply Propositions 2.5 and 3.6 to the correspondence M L 2 (N) N . D Proposition 3.10. Let M and N be two von Neumann algebras. The following conditions are equivalent : 1) There exists a left injective correspondence from M to N.
2) There exists a left amenable correspondence from M to N.
Proof. 2) =>• 1) follows from Proposition 2.5. Conversely let (H,π M <>π N o) be a left injective correspondence from M to iV, and choose a normal faithful semi-finite weight ψ on M. Consider the correspondence (K,JM,ΊN°) from M to N, where K = L 2 (R) ® H and
(ΊM(x)j N o(y)ξ)(t) = π M (σt (x))π N o(y)ξ(t)
for all x G Af, y E N and ξ G L 2 (R) ® H. We see from the proof of Proposition 3.6 that this correspondence is left amenable. D Using Proposition 3.10, we see that we may replace the word amenable by the word injective in the previous definition. Also Proposition 2.13 implies that -< is a preorder relation and that ~ is actually an equivalence relation.
Amenable equivalence of von Neumann algebras and applications
Note that the relation M-< N means that there exists a von Neumann a algebra N λ , Morita equivalent to TV, containing M as a von Neumann subalgebra and such that there exists a norm one projection from Nι onto M. In particular, if M is injective we have M-< N for all N. (N) . Thus H is amenable. Therefore, w-stable equivalence implies amenable equivalence, but the converse is not true because, for instance, property T is preserved by w-stable equivalence but not by amenable equivalence. c) Let (JV, G, a) be a dynamical system. Then we have N^ iVxi G and if α a moreover the dynamical system is amenable, we have iV~ Nxi G (see Prop. 2.6 and Prop. 3.4 ). d) Let Gι C G be a pair of locally compact groups such that GjG\ is an amenable homogeneous space. Then we have W*(G)-< W*(Gχ), and α if moreover G is discrete, we have W*(G)~ W*(Gχ). This follows from a Proposition 3.5, and the fact that there exists a norm one projection from W*(G) onto W*(Gχ) when G is discrete. e) Let N be a von Neumann algebra and φ a normal faithful semi-finite weight on N. We denote by M the crossed product Nx\ R of N by the σ modular automorphism group σ relative to φ. Example c) above shows that AT xi R~ jV, but here we may assert moreover that M L 2 (M) N is a left and σ a.
right amenable correspondence. In fact, we know by Proposition 3.4,1) that M L 2 (M) N is left injective, hence left amenable, since M is semi-finite (see Prop. 3.6 ). On the other hand, M L 2 (M) N is right amenable by Proposition 2.6.
Let us remark in particular that every von Neumann algebra is amenably equivalent to a semi-finite von Neumann algebra, and even to a semi-finite von Neumann algebra M which is isomorphic to M ® ϋ, where R is the hyperfinite IIχ factor.
We shall now prove that many weak form of amenability for von Neumann algebras are preserved by this equivalence relation. We need first to recall some definitions and results, mostly due to Uίfe Haagerup ([Haa4] , [C-H] ). Let T be a bounded map from a C*-algebra A into a C*-algebra B. For each integer n > 1, we denote by T n the map from M n (A) into M n (B) such that T n ([aij] 4.4. Let G be a locally compact group and A(G) its Fourier algebra, that is the predual of W*(G). The norm in A(G) will be denoted by ||.|| Λ .
A multiplier m of A(G) is a bounded operator on A(G) given by pointwise multiplication by a function on G. We say that ra is a completely bounded multiplier of A(G) if the transposed operator on W*(G) is completely bounded, and then its complete bounded norm is denoted by ||ra|| Mo . Remark that every element u in A(G) is a completely bounded multiplier, and that we have \\u\\ Mo < \\u\\ A . For further details we refer the reader to [dCH] and [C-H] .
Following [C-H] , we say that G is weakly amenable if there exists a net (ui) ieI in A(G) and c G IR + such that ||ι^|| M < c for all i and lim^ = 1 uniformly on compacts. We let Ac be the infimum of all values of c for which such nets exist, and we put A G = H-oo if G is not weakly amenable. It is proved in [C-H] that the existence of a net (ui) ieI as above is equivalent to the existence of an approximate unit (VJ)J EJ for A(G) such that ||^j|| M < c for all j. This definition may be compared to the well-known result of Leptin [Lep] asserting that G is amenable if and only if it is possible to find an approximate unit (VJ) for A(G) such that \\VJ\\ A < 1 for all j. In particular, an amenable group G is weakly amenable with Λ^ -1. The constant Λ<has been computed for all non-compact simple Lie groups with finite centre 1 (see [dCH] , [Cow] , [Haa4] , [C-H] for the computations and further details on the subject, and in particular the next proposition).
We denote, as usual, by C*(G) the reduced C*-algebra of the group G, that is, the C*-algebra generated by the left translation operators in L 2 (G). Proof. Since Nι is isomorphic to a reduced von Neumann algebra of N 2 ® F where F is a type I factor, it follows from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 that Λ(iVχ) < A(N 2 ). In the same way we get A(N 2 ) < A(Nχ). D Theorem 4.9. Let M and N be two von Neumann algebras such that N. Then we have Λ(M) < A(N).
Proof. Let H be a left amenable correspondence from M to N, and put N λ = C N o (H) . Then N λ is Morita equivalent to N and we have (see §2.1)
Since A(Nι) -A(JV), and writing N instead of Nι, we are reduced to proving that, when M is a von Neumann subalgebra of TV with M L 2 (N) N left amenable, then we have Λ(M) < A(N). Using Proposition 2.5, we know that there exists a net (φi)iei of normal completely positive maps from N to M, such that φi(l) < 1 for alH G /, and lim^ (/>i(α:) = x σ-weakly for all x e M.
On the other hand, given ε > 0, let {ψj)jeJ be a net of σ-weakly continuous finite rank operators on AT, with sup^ ||^|| c6 < A(N) 4-ε, and which tends to the identity map of N in the topology of pointwise σ-weak convergence. Let us denote by 0 i?J the map x »-> φ i o / φ j (x) from M into M. Obviously θ it j is σ-weakly continuous with finite rank, and we have to be amenable (see §4.2 c). d) Let Gι C G be a pair of locally compact groups such that G/Gχ is an amenable homogeneous space. Then we have A(W*(G)) < A(W*(Gι)).
If moreover G is discrete, we have A(W*(G)) = A(W*(Gi)) (see §4.2 d) In particular, if 1 -> G\ -ϊ G -+ H -> 0 is an exact sequence of discrete groups where H is an amenable group, we see that AQ = AQ X This result should be compared to the following example. Let G be the semi-direct product of G 1 = Z 2 by H = SX(2,Z) under the natural action of SX(2,Z) on Z 2 . Then U. Haagerup has shown [Haa4] that AQ -+oo, although G\ and H are weakly amenable with Λ^ = A H -1.
It would be interesting to see whether Λ^ = AQ 1 for any pair of locally compact groups Gι C G such that GjG x is an amenable space. This would require of course a direct proof, not using the von Neumann algebra setting. Let us note that Haagerup proved the equality Λ^ = Ao λ when G\ is a lattice in G.
Almost exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.9, we may show that the approximation properties described below (Def. 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 ) are transmitted from a von Neumann algebra JV to any von Neumann algebra M such that M-< TV, and therefore are an invariant of amenable equivalence. a We will only sketch the proof for the last one.
Recall first that a linear map T from a C*-algebra A to a C*-algebra B is said to be n-posίtiυe, where n is an integer > 1, if T n : M n (A) -> M n {B), defined by T n ([a,ij]) = [T(a,ij)] is positive. Definition 4.11. We say that a von Neumann algebra M has the weak* n-positiυe approximation property if there exists a net (φι) of σ-weakly cβntinuous n-positive, finite rank operators from M to M such that φi(l) = 1 for all i and lim* φι(x) = x σ-weakly for all x G M.
This property is stable by amenable equivalence. In [dCH] it is proved that the von Neumann algebras of the free groups have the weak* n-positive approximation property for all n > 1 and therefore it is also the case, for instance, for W* (SX(2,Z) ).
The second approximation property which can be shown to be stable by amenable equivalence is the following one, recently introduced by J. Kraus [K] in connection with the slice map problem.
Definition 4.12. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and K an infinite dimensional Hubert space. We say that M has the weak* complete pointwise approximation property (CPWAP) if there is a net (φ t ) of σ-weakly continuous finite rank maps from M to M such that, for all x G M ® C(K), we have Yim.i(φi ® lc(κ)){%) -χ σ~w eakly.
It is easily seen that if M has the weak* completely bounded approximation property, then M has the CPWAP, but the converse is not true (see [K, Example 2.11] ). Kraus also proved that not every von Neumann algebra has the CPWAP. In [H-K] , it is shown that the class of discrete groups whose von Neumann algebra has the CPWAP is closed under taking semidirect products. Since CPWAP is invariant by amenable equivalence, we obtain here that, whenever G\ C G is a pair of discrete groups such that G/Gι is an amenable homogeneous space, then W*(Gχ) has the CPWAP if and only if W*(G) has the same property.
We come now to our last example of approximation property which is invariant under amenable equivalence. For group von Neumann algebras, it is a property which appears for the first time in the work of Haagerup [Haa2] , and is now known as Haagerup's approximation property.
Definition 4.13. We say that a von Neumann algebra M satisfies the compact approximation property if there exists a net (φiji^i of σ-weakly continuous completely positive maps from M to M such that i) for all x G M we have lim^ φi(x) = x (σ-weakly); ii) for all ξ G L 2 (M) and i G /, the map x »-> φι{x)ξ is compact from the normed space M to L 2 (M).
Remark 4.14. Obviously, the above property ii) does not depend on the choice of a standard form L 2 (M) for M. Moreover it is enough to check it for ξ in a total subset of L 2 (M). Let for instance ξ 0 be a vector in L 2 (M) such that M'ξ 0 is dense in L 2 (M) . Suppose that x ι-> φi(x)ξo is compact. Then for all y G M f the map x ι-> φi(x)yζ 0 -yφi(x)ξ 0 is compact. Therefore in this case it suffices to check property ii) only for ξ = ξ 0 ii) linii \\φi(x) -x\\ 2 = 0 for all x E M; iii) each φι induces a compact bounded operator on L 2 (M). b) Let G be a discrete group. We say that G satisfies Haagerup's approximation property if there exists a net (ψi)i of positive type functions on G such that i) lim.i ψi{s) = 1 for all s G G.
ii) each ψ { vanishes at infinity. Proof. The proof may be found almost entirely in [Cho] . Put M -W*(G).
To show a) => c) take a net {φi)iei as in Definition 4.13. For i e /, let ψι be the function s ^ τ(φi(λ(s)) λ(s)*) defined on G. Then (ψi)i e i is a net of positive type functions on G such that lim^ ψi(s) = 1 for all s £ G.
Consider φ : M -> M such that Tφ : x »-» φ(x)ξ T is a compact operator from M to L 2 (M) and put φ(s) = τ(φ(\(s)) \{s)*) for s e G (where ξ τ denotes the canonical vector in L 2 (M) -L 2 (M, r)). It remains to check that ψ vanishes at infinity. Given ε > 0, let T : M «->-L 2 (M) be a bounded finite rank operator with \\T Φ -T\\ < ε. Since we have I φ(s) -(λ(*),T(λ(s))> I < ||T,(λ( β )) -T(λ(s))|| a < ε, for all s € G, it is enough to prove that s H> (λ(s),T(λ(θ))) vanishes to infinity. But this is obvious because {λ(s), s G G} is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (M) and T is a bounded finite rank map.
For the equivalence between b) and c) see [Cho] . b) => a) Let (φi) be a net as in Definition 4.15. Since the injection M -> L 2 (M) is bounded, we see that x \-ϊ φi(x)ξ τ is a compact map from M to L 2 (M). Then property ii) of Definition 4.13 follows from Remark 4.14. On the other hand property i) in Definition 4.13 is an immediate consequence of ii) in Definition 4.15. D Proposition 4.17. Let M and N be two von Neumann algebras. We suppose that N has the compact approximation property and that M is amenably dominated by N. Then M has also the compact approximation property.
Proof. As for the proof of Theorem 4.9, we show first, by straightforward arguments, that the compact approximation property is invariant by Morita equivalence. Thus we may suppose that M in contained in N in such a way that there exists a net (φi)iei of completely positive maps from N to M satisfying conditions ii) of Proposition 2.4, with N x replaced by N. Let (Ψj)jeJ be a net of σ-weakly continuous maps from N -> N converging to the identity map, and such that x H-> ψj(x)ξ is a compact map from N to L 2 (N) for all j G J and ξ e L 2 (N). We have to check that χv-^φ i oφ J (χ)ξ is a compact map from M to L 2 (M). But this is obvious since each φ { is a finite sum of maps of the form x ι-* W*xW with W e Uom M o(L 2 (M),L 2 (N)).
Remark 4.18. We may show, as in [Rob] , that a type IIχ factor with property T cannot have the compact approximation property (see also [C-J] ). Therefore such a factor cannot be amenably dominated by a von Neumann algebra with the compact approximation property.
